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modeling approaches and as I stated this approach were generally unproductive.  In contrast, 
Kiona’s approach using Bayesian modeling and statistics allows her to identify drivers and 
interactions that are beyond the scope of previous modeling efforts.  Second, Kiona has taken a 
leading role in our collaboration and serves as the point person for synthesizing datasets from a 
diverse group of scientists.  She is extremely easy to collaborate with and after discussions I 
often find myself thinking about her points wondering “why didn’t I think of that?”  It is 
remarkable to me that our effort is only one of several of her ongoing projects.  Typically a junior 
scientist with her research load would need to sacrifice some aspect of their research program 
to insure success in other areas, but it is very apparent from my interactions with her and from 
her publication record that this is not the case with Kiona!   
 
Kiona would be an outstanding contributor and colleague.  The fundamental question Kiona 
addresses in her research is how to not only understand but also to predict how plants respond 
to global change drivers such as precipitation, temperature, and changes in atmospheric 
composition.  It seems obvious to me that this lies at the core of the goals of your group.  She 
would also be an outstanding representative for the network to the public as well as national 
efforts such as NEON.       
  
It is obvious I think very highly of Kiona.  I can only think of superlatives to describe our past and 
current interactions and collaboration.  The one glaring point I notice in her CV is that she has 
only been an assistant professor since 2006, when her record suggests someone who is a 
senior associate or even a full professor!  I am stating the obvious when I point out her 
publication and funding records are both outstanding.  I often find myself describing potential 
when I write letters of recommendation for scientists who are currently assistant professors.  
That is not the case with Kiona; she already is one of the leading scientists in the field with a 
well-deserved national and international reputation for combining quantitative analytical 
measurements with innovative statistical and modeling skills.  It is rare when someone of 
Kiona’s abilities and reputation is available on the job market; you are very fortunate to have her 
in your pool of applicants!  She will be an outstanding addition to your School and University.  
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
R. Dave Evans 
Professor of Biology 
Director, Washington State University Stable Isotope Core Facility 


